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Approaches to Teaching the Plays of
August Wilson
Edited by SANDRA G. SHANNON and SANDRA L. RICHARDS

“I am delighted with the range and quality of essays in this volume from established heavy hitters and exciting younger scholars. They are full of valuable perspectives and insights . . . that will register with both teachers and students.”

—Steven Tracy
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

August Wilson used drama as a medium to write a history of twentieth-century America through the perspectives of its black citizenry. In the plays of his Pittsburgh Cycle, he mixes African spirituality with the realism of the American theater and puts African American storytelling and performance practices in dialogue with canonical writers like Aristotle and Shakespeare.
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E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes & Noble.

Join the MLA today and receive 30% off the list price.
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Nella Larsen’s novels *Quicksand* and *Passing*, published at the height of the Harlem Renaissance, fell out of print and were thus little known for many years. Now widely available and taught, *Quicksand* and *Passing* challenge conventional “tragic mulatta” and “passing” narratives.

In part 1, “Materials,” of *Approaches to Teaching the Novels of Nella Larsen*, the editor surveys the canon of Larsen’s writing, evaluates editions of her works, recommends secondary readings, and compiles a list of useful multimedia resources for teaching.

“This impressive volume will be an indispensable tool for scholars teaching Larsen at the undergraduate and advanced secondary or AP levels.”

—Kate Baldwin
Northwestern University
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Forthcoming in the MLA series

*Approaches to Teaching WORLD LITERATURE*
Elizabeth Bishop’s Brazil
Bethany Hicok
$24.50 | PAPER

“Hicok is highly successful in bringing together for the first time the threads of a discussion that has informed scholarly, biographical, and creative work on Bishop for decades: the importance of Brazil to the poet’s work. Hicok’s welcome contribution is to synthesize, integrate, and more fully develop that discussion than has been attempted to date.”—Neil Besner, University of Winnipeg

Fashion and Fiction
Self-Transformation in Twentieth-Century American Literature
Lauren S. Cardon
$29.50 | PAPER | CULTURAL FRAMES, FRAMING CULTURE

“Lauren Cardon gives us a broad-spectrum study of how we read, manipulate, blend, and perform fashion in American society and literature. Seeing new patterns in familiar novels, Cardon stitches together a book that is lush, smart, and a joy to read.”
—Katherine Joslin, Western Michigan University
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Publishing contemporary poetry and fiction as well as reviews, critical commentary, and interviews with leading intellectual figures, the minnesota review curates smart yet accessible collections of progressive new work. This eclectic journal provides lively signposts to navigate current critical discourse.
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